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‘ Animam gementem cano ‘
'Animam gementem cano' (I sing of the sighing soul) takes us on a journey through many of life's most important events. We come face
to face with life and death (Requiem), and with Maria weeping at the cross (Stabat Mater), guiding us along the life-long path to selfconsciousness. 'Maria' allows our soul to connect with peace and harmony, far away from the turbulent world of every day existence. The
crying soul once again discovers its original state. Hope returns out of the psalm 109.
The most important composers of the 17th and 18th century passed through Vienna. J.H. Schmelzer (at the Viennese court) and H.I.F.
Biber (in Salzburg) were responsible for the remarkable rise of the violin and its rapidly developing technique. The gamba consort still
holds a special place in their music.
With the composer F. Tuma, himself a gambist, we see the last use of the gamba or simply for continuo or as solo-instrument, here
accompanying a vokal solist (as we find in music of his well-known contemporary Bach).
The imperial court of Leopold I played an important role in European musical life of the time. Like
Tuma, many composers were attracted to J.J. Fux as an important teacher and contrapuntalist.
He wrote in all five "Stabat Mater", and the version we hear today shall be a new premiere. The
manuscript lay long forgotten in the Ottobeuren Library waiting to be transcribed!
Probably written (1752?) towards the end of his life, one can hear simple rococo-like melodies,
as well as rich harmonies.
While G.P. Colonna was not a court composer in Vienna, Keizer Leopold arranged that a copy of
each of his new religious works be sent to Vienna. (This was so). Colonna was called the Orpheus
of Italy, and worked mostly in Bologna. His music was to be known all over Europe as many
manuscripts are found in Brussels, Cambridge, London, and... Vienna!
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Sonata (à 5) &
Lamento (à 3)

sopra la morte Ferdinand III

H. Schmelzer

REQUIEM

in F minore

H. Biber

Sonata à 5
‘Domine ad adjuvandum’

from the ‘Psalmi ad Vesperas’

H. Biber
G.P. Colonna

Stabat Mater

- a work rediscovered by M. De Cat -

Fr. Tuma

Partita
‘Dixit Dominus’

from Mensa Harmonica (1682)
from ‘Psalmi ad Vesperas’

A. Chr. Clamer
G.P. Colonna
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